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Acts of force should not be taken to be typical
of early-medieval Europe. The Norman back-
ground to the position of castles in twelfth-cen-
tury England, seen through the eyes of Jean
Yver (CSG 30, pp. 221-31), appears to differ in
every possible way from the example of the
county of Champagne in the latter part of the
century (fig. 1). However interpreted the con-
trast remains considerable.

  Fortress-law evolved to combine the lord-cas-
tellan’s proprietary right in his castle-caput with
the public right over it (exceeding that involved
in the feudal bond) which was vested in his
overlord. That person had effectively ceased to
be the king during the tenth and eleventh centu-
ries, greatly complicating the status of fortress-
tenure, among other relationships. I have exam-
ined elsewhere how fortress-customs were used
to reconcile the rights of the overlord of a castle-
fief when his tenant-in-fief at that castellary was
a greater magnate than he was himself.1 Modes
of acknowledgement and of deference to superi-
ority naturally included fortifying: and dispari-
ties of rank and wealth had to be accommodated.
How they were the thirteenth-century records of
Champagne vastly illuminate.2

I - LICENSING AND SEIGNORIAL RELA-
TIONS

Between 1160 and 1275 the Counts Palatine of
Champagne of the house of Blois (to which
England’s King Stephen belonged) accorded a
series of 26 licences to fortify. Of these, 20 are
known only from a formal notification by the
recipient, 15 of the 26 being expressly for
entirely new fortresses, 3 for additional fortifi-
cations, and 8 being renewals of former licenc-
es and permissions to complete interrupted
work. In 4 cases the licence was under lordly
‘ban’ checking subsequent refortification (i.e.
fresh licence required); but in one instance
(Allibaudières) the grant was phrased in perpe-
tuity, but it was nevertheless repeated (1234,
1239).3 In 14 cases the condition of being ‘ren-

dered’ (handed over) on the Count’s summons
was attached (‘rendable and jurable’). Over the
period of these licences, the fief rolls of the
county and other surviving records list no fewer
than 314 noble residences, traditionally ‘for-
tresses’ – doubtless there were many more
whose tenants were summoned to declare their
tenures. Apart from their lacking the standard-
ized form which enrolment fostered, and de-
spite some diversity of circumstances as
expressed, these licences have much in com-
mon with those issued by kings of England after
1199. The earliest record of them (1160/1) gives
us the seignorial context echoing clause 4 of the
1091 Consuetudines et Justicie.5

I, Count Robert [of Dreux] brother of the
king of France [Louis VII], wish to make
known to (all persons) present and future
that a question (controversia) arose be-
tween Count Henry (I, of Champagne
and Brie) and myself about a certain
residence (domus) named Savigny, part
of which I had lately fortified with a
ditch of two casts (of earth). This matter
(res) has been settled by this agreement:
namely, that what has now been fortified
(firmatum) with a ditch of two casts shall
remain; but the remainder shall be forti-
fied with a ditch of one cast only, and
with a fence without timber turrets (sepe
sine briteschia). But if I am hostile
(guerram … haberem) against him
(Count Henry) or anybody else, I will at
once hand over (redderem) the house to
him. This promise (fides) I, and with
pledges (per obsides), have affirmed to
him (ei firmavi). Now he has granted to
me (concessit michi) [in that eventuality]
that he will respect as mine (michi
servaret) that house aforesaid, its fish-
stews (stagna) and (water-)mills in good
faith without malice (absque malo ingen-
io); and when the hostilities are finished,
he will at once restore (redderet) it to me
equipped (munita) as when I entrusted it
to him. To ensure due observance …
(etc.); witnesses present, Hugh Consta-
ble to Count Henry, and 11 others
(named). Done A.D. 1160.6
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  From the fact that Robert of Dreux, although
of the Capetian royal house, was content with
some sort of ringwork castle whose circuit was
very unequally embanked, he and Henry were
evidently not so much concerned with defensi-
bility as with the challenge implied by larger
earthworks to Henry’s lordship and to his right
to license even so great a lord as Count Robert.
Rendering was normally unconditional, on de-
mand: making it operative only if Robert was
at war (not, as more usually, when the overlord
had proclaimed a state of hostilities); and spell-
ing out Henry’s legal duty to restore in state as
rendered, complete with stocks and appurte-
nances, courteously acknowledged Count Rob-
ert’s status.7 As Louis VII’s brother he was
ambitious. Licensing and a punctilious asser-
tion of rendablity, both very often regarding
structures of scarcely defensible character,
tended to mark Continental jurisdictions keen
to vindicate their integrity.

Vigilance on the part
of successive Counts
of Champagne to keep
their subjects’ bonds
of allegiance in good
repair is demonstrated
by the highly informa-
tive series of fief rolls
(c. 1172, c.1200/1,
c.1204/5 1210/4, 1222-
c.34, 1249, 1249-52,
c.1265, 1274-5).
 Compiling even what
survives required sus-
tained administrative
effort, not a single bu-
reaucratic campaign
like Domesday Book
(1087). Comital offic-
ers held sessions in
each administrative
châtellenie of the vast
and sprawling ‘palati-
nate’ county, lying to
the east of the Paris is
(Ile de France) and

extending to the borders of Lorraine, the Neth-
erlands, and to the edge of the Free County and
duchy of Burgundy.8 Using previous inquisi-
tions to check on their answers, tenants were
required as a feudal duty to declare what they
held, and on what conditions. Particular inter-
est was shown in the lordly seats of the knight-
hood and squirearchy, the socially graded
châteaux, forteresses and maisons fortes head-
ing their fiefs. The accent is purely on tenure
and its liens de dépendence (Marc Bloch). By
contrast, the Counts’ licences are not systemat-
ic but are haphazard and random – responding,
certainly, to the traditional tenet that regalian
honors possessed the right to be applied to; but
responding also to events as they occurred.
There is no sense of policing or of regulation
of castle-building itself; but structural changes
may be noted. In all these respects, the similar-
ity to contemporary English licences to crenel-
late, those issued by King John (1199-1216)
and by Henry III (1216-72), no less than the
differences, is striking.9
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  Since Champenois, rather like royal Capetian,
or ancient Norman ducal practice has some cor-
respondence to the pattern adopted in England at
the end of the twelfth century, the licences of the
Blois counts repay attention. The fact that Eng-
lish kings as dukes of Acquitaine, in the south-
western duchy of Gascony, after 1153, at least
from John onwards, adapted to French magnatial
style, especially regarding rendability, strongly
suggests that it was upon wider continental mod-
els that the English Chancery drew (CSG vols
28, 29). One striking common element is that
licences were petitioner-originated entirely. The
Crown was reactive not pro-active. Licences
reflect the fact that in both jurisdictions mag-
nates who could afford, and fittingly often built,
major castles are few. Count Robert I of Dreux
was a potential rival, at Savigny in 1160/1. Then,
in 1201, the sudden death of Thibaut III left his
widow as ruler. His successor, Robert II in
1206/7, similarly required a negotiated arrange-
ment, with the Countess Blanche for her infant
son, to build his imposing multangular stone
castle of La Fère-en-Tardenois (resembling Bol-
ingbroke, Lincs) – but most licensees are simi-
larly of much lower rank.10 Quite often, the
Count of Champagne acted in an arbitral role, as

at Marsangis town (dép. Marne) in 1176. The
question of fortification arose naturally because
fortress-possession was closely associated with
rights of jurisdiction, revenue, and lordship.
Count Henry I (‘of Troyes’, the alternative title)
issued an explicit charter to record the settlement
at Marsangis:

I Henry, Count Palatine of Troyes, make
known to (all), present and future, that
there has lately been a lawsuit (querela)
between the prior of La Celle-sous-
Chantemerle and Hugh, the knight, son
of the lord of Sézanne (Sarraceni), over
the jurisdiction (justicia) of Marsangis. A
settlement has been made between Hugh,
his father, Prior Walter and Abbot Gerald
of Celle, and James the bailiff, whereby
Hugh and the abbey shall for ever share
the town equally (i.e. in coparceny).

  The principal consequence of this fiscal, but
not physical, partition (moiety pro indivisio)
touched the law courts: cases affecting the men
and villeins (hospites) of each participant (‘co-
parcenor’) were to be tried in their  respective
lord’s town-court, in the presence of the other
lord, or of his representative. Fines exceeding
12 pence were to be shared. No judgement was
to be given without the other’s participation.
Absolute equality ruled in other seignorial re-
spects: both Hugh’s and the prior’s villeins (vil-
lani) shall do fealty (fidelitas) also to the other
coparcenor. Nothing must upset the balance –
and so, in addition:

it is laid down (statutum) that Hugh may
not build a strong-house (domus firma) in
the town of Marsangis unless one entirely
plain (planam) and without a (stone) wall,
having an earthwork of one cast (unius
jacture).11

  Hugh was allowed to make his lordship mani-
fest, on a site in his absolute ownership – but it
must not be too assertive, or provocatively
emphatic.12 Reciprocally, on his part, the prior
has (already) a seignorial and communal oven
(furnum bannalem) but Hugh is not to make one
– his ‘fortified house’ is to be a sufficient sym-
bol of his status there. Arbitration arrangements
follow in case of a dispute arising.
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de Dreux, husband of Yolande de Coucy, start
to build the fortress in 1206.
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It was of such material details of local relation-
ships  that fortifying cases mostly consisted,
whether on the grand scale of la Fère-en-Tarde-
nois or microcosmic as at Marsangis. Full
though they are, the Patent and Charter Rolls of
England, in which nearly all the licences to
crenellate were copied in summary, tell us less
about such local circumstances. Only in part
can this bureaucratic taciturnity be accounted
for by any greater clarity in tenure, or by insu-
larity, or centralization of government, or su-
premacy of the Crown (all prone to
exaggeration). Complications undoubtedly ex-
isted in England, but can mostly only be pre-
sumed.
  Simon de Passavant, in 1209, needed backing
to assert his late father’s position in the town
and Champagne fief of Montreuil (dép. Haute
Marne), in case of trouble. Countess Blanche,
left pregnant when her husband died, the regent
for the young Thibaut IV, concluded with Si-
mon a typical multi-facetted compromise, not
unlike that for Marsangis in 1176.13 It assumes
Blanche’s power to grant permission to fortify,
while not being a formal licence. Despite weak
royal support, the threats impending from
claims by Thibaut’s aunt, Philippa de Brienne,
and Alice titular queen of Cyprus, his cousin
(bought off in 12221 and 1234 respectively)
were serious.14 It was obviously desirable to
reach an amicable settlement of Simon’s claim
to rights in Blanche’s nearby town of Mon-
tigny-le-Roi, close to Langres; but above all, to
affirm his allegiance by establishing him at
Montreuil in Blanche’s and her son’s amicable
obedience.15 The countess-regent accordingly
secured the renunciation of Simon’s, and his
brother’s, claims at Montigny in return for Si-
mon’s categorical investment with Montreuil,
in fief and homage. As a douceur she gave him
200 livres in cash ‘to fortify’ the town, cannily
stipulating that the money should be held by an
agent until Simon began the work, which he
promised he would do ‘to my power, in good
faith’. Some military purpose may have been in
their minds, but it is not even hinted at. Despite
the bishop of Langres, the whole town was,
apparently, to be given fortifications of some

kind, probably enclosure, but nothing is speci-
fied. The purpose, rather, was to make it legally
a fortress so that it could, and should, be deliv-
ered ‘to the countess and to her successors, or
to their order, to great force and to small (ad
magnam vim seu ad parvam), whenever there
was need’, exactly like an ordinary rendable
fortress, putting it on a par with others listed in
the Counts’ fief-rolls as ‘jurable and rendable’.
For Simon, his lordly seat was enhanced and
his lordship of the town-fief was emphasized.16

  As with many other castle-pacts, made during
and after the desultory ‘war of inheritance’, the
vassal’s aim was to claim his lord’s unequivocal
interest and to enjoy the reflected status; for the
lord, having an extra place of resort, or using it
to put in custodians (or even troops in force)
might be helpful in emergencies: but keeping
loyalties well maintained was the primary object
of ‘castle-policy’.17 Good lordship worked better
than acts of force.18 There is , though, a sugges-
tion of outside violence in the rendering of Mon-
treuil being due quandocumque opus fuerit as
well as on summons. In addition, it is provided,
‘that if anyone shall forcibly remove Simon’s
workmen’ to stop the fortifying he may ask the
Countess’ help, if he has to. If not, or if help is
not given within 40 days (a standard interval),
Simon can keep the 200 livres without question
– so he was expected, within limits, to make
good his position at Montreuil against whatever
resistance the bishop of Langres and local jeal-
ousies might offer.
  Jealous neighbours and noble emulation were
seemingly the chief obstacle to self-aggrandise-
ment by fortifying. A number of the Cham-
pagne licences indicate intervention to ensure
that seignorial displays of strength were kept
within hierarchically acceptable bounds.
Savigny is one example. Apparently late in
1229, Pons of Mont-Saint-Jean put it on record
‘that Thibaut, Count of Champagne, has grant-
ed to me that I may build at Riel-le-Eaux (dép.
Côte-d’Or) whatever strong-house I shall de-
cide, to be jurable to him’.19 Fortuitously, the
reason for this pact has been recorded else-
where: in September 1211, Erard de Chacenay
had transferred his lordship of the fief to Coun-
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tess Blanche, Riel being held by his brother-in-
law Eudes de Grancey who duly did his hom-
age to her. It would be natural, on the subse-
quent acquisition of the fief by Pons, for the
new status of Riel as a tenancy-in-chief, confer-
ring honour on Pons himself, to be signalised
by a licence to fortify. This it was in his interest
to record, especially as he was allowed, accord-
ing to his means, some discretion regarding the
style and pretension of his fortification.20 In
September 1229 the strong-house was ceremo-
nially ‘recognized’ as held in fief of Thibaut IV,
under the most explicit formula of rendability.
The c. 1265 fief roll (63 ‘conditional’, 66 ‘un-
conditional’ places) duly recorded that the forte
meson there was then held by Dreu, son of
Hugh de Charny, ‘in liege homage’, but the roll
(with endemic medieval caprice) is silent re-
garding rendability.21

  Great care was generally taken to record,
preserve and celebrate the tenurial bonds (sup-
plemented by money-fiefs and castle-pacts)
which were the network of allegiance which
consolidated major and minor fiefs (with their
major and miniature castles) linking then to the
Counts Palatine.22 The liegancy of Herbigny
Countess Blanche bought over the heads of
three lords. Champagne itself was held from a
diversity of lords, from the borders of the Pari-
sis eastwards and northwards to the fringes of
the Empire (Germany).23 Punctilious observ-
ance of rank at all levels of the hierarchy, was
mirrored in the degrees of castellated building
– of this the minor count of Roucy’s seat at
Marcilly was another example. In July 1217,
Count John gave out a written statement for the
record that Countess Blanche had authorized
him to make a ditch around his house no less
than thirty feet broad, a display toned down by
her stipulation that ‘he may add to it no more
than a simple hedge’. It is duly noted in the
1249-52 fief roll that ‘the count of Roucy may
make no fortification (fortericia) around his
house (domus) near Marcilly unless a weak and
simple fence for enclosure’ – so large ditch and
diminutive barrier became an established fea-
ture of this modest seat. The term domus is
always ambivalent, not fitting the modern cate-

gory of ‘unmilitary residence’; but, instead,
signifying a unit of building of very indefinite
size and character. If noble, it would have the
appropriate insignia of fortification and, very
likely, bear the style forte maison, or the almost
eqivalent title fortericia; perhaps the slightly
grander chastel/castrum/castellum, if its tenuri-
al status and custom warranted. Earthwork still
counted.24 The motte-and-bailey seat of Saint-
Jean-sur-Tourbe (dép. Marne) is styled domus
in the c.1201 list of ‘jurable and rendable cas-
tles and houses likewise’. Its tenant took his
name from Saint-Jean, indicating that it was his
principal or only place. Despite the c. 1201
listing, the subordinate count of Grandpré of
the Ardennes (of status proximate to Roucy)
was mesne (intermediate) lord of the fief, for in
1203 Grandpré agreed that ‘the fortress’ and the
rest of its dependencies should be separated
from the township (burgus) which would still
be held from him directly.25

 The process of sub-infeudation, creating new
fiefs by partitioning and so multiplying lord-
ships, caused much complication in the lines of
allegiance in England no less than in Champagne
- but in the English licences to crenellate there is
almost no overt sign of it: although there is
plenty in the Plantagenet duchy of Gascony as
we have seen (CSG Journal 28 and 29).
 Keeping castle-fiefs, however miniscule, in
direct tenure (‘in chief’) of the Counts of
Champagne served to counteract the disinte-
grating tendencies of subinfeudation, often
done to endow daughters and to provide for
younger sons. Licensing and rendability, singly
or in conjunction, reinforced tenure-in-chief
since they were the (almost exclusive) perqui-
sites in France of the tenant’s direct lord (sub-
rendability is very rare) not of the king and the
overlord. At Saint-Jean-Sur-Tourbe this prac-
tice is fully shown. Including the castle (alias
‘house’) as rendable and jurable, that is liable to
be ‘sworn’ to the count or guaranteed held in
his interest, as well as delivered on demand, in
the list compiled in about 1201, when it was not
apparently until September 1203 that Grandpré
as mesne lord had agreed to it, suggests some
encroachment either by Thibaut III (died 1201),
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or by his widow Blanche on behalf of their
baby son (Thibaut le Posthume or Le Chanson-
nier). Her grip remained tight: although by
December 1218 the fief of Saint-Jean was held
by Gaucher de Nanteuil, Blanche used her right
to license works at ‘the fortress’. In 1215, Gau-
cher had done her homage for his strong-hous-
es and fiefs of Nanteuil and Suippes. That she
regarded him with caution, perhaps with threats
in the air to the unity of the county from the
three potential co-heiresses of the late Count
Henry II, may be inferred from Gaucher’s letter
to Blanche and her son (October 1219) record-
ing his having ritually and symbolically handed
over to her both fortress and fief of Saint-Jean.
In May 1220, Gaucher received them back to
keep temporarily until the feast of St John
(June 24th), within eight days of which he un-
dertook to deliver them again to the Count,
whether under rendability or by bailment (tem-
porary cession in trust) is unclear. The fact that
by 1229/30 Thibaut IV was firmly established
may explain why he then made over his rights
in the castle-fief to Henry of Grandpré, but
crucially excluding ‘the motte of Saint-Jean
and the bailey in front of the motte’, that is to
say, the caput not the castellary.26 That this
very punctilious reservation even excluded the
outer boundary ditch is shown by an entry in
the very detailed 1249-52 fief roll (item 1333)
stating that ‘the count of Grandpré with another
fief (homagium) holds the fortification of the
first earthwork (fetericiam primi fossati) of the
castle (castello) of Saint-Jean … with the de-
pendent township (burgus).27

  Very clearly, licensing was enmeshed in the
web of tenurial relationships, effectuating and
acknowledging lordship, signalising status and
consolidating a hierarchy within which every
noble feudatory had his, and her, accepted
place. It is not the popular modern scenario:
rumours of war, or even war itself, barely in-
truded: but one male infant’s survival was nat-
urally uncertain. When, for instance, the claims
of Count Thibaut’s aunt Philippa, married to
the Champenois magnate Érard de Brienne,
were provisionally settled in 1221 by granting
them land yielding 1,200 livres a year and a
cash sum of 4,000 livres, it was agreed that they

could fortify on that territory – in a fashion
deliberately not derogatory of their status but
studiedly subordinate.28 As Érard and Philippa
expressed it, their fortress was to be ditched but
have ‘flat or plain walls’ only, without towers.
What danger the Briennes may still have repre-
sented came from their wealth, feudal follow-
ing and future pretensions, not their building. In
July 1230 when a site at Bagneux (dép. Yonne,
near Sens) was fixed upon for this fortress, the
structural limitations were graciously relaxed,
in that Érard, in his words, was to have ‘a
fortress of whatever kind (qualemcunque) I
should wish, of wall and ditches’. As a deter-
rent to any Brienne collusion in hostilities with
the count of Nevers, the very occasional and
extreme condition of razeability (demolition on
demand) was applied to Bagneaux. Only re-
garding a quite insubstantial fortress could Er-
ard de Brienne have promised that ‘if the Count
of Champagne has war against Nevers, I or my
heirs are bound totally to demolish and remove
the fortress should Nevers seek to use it to wage
war on Champagne’.29 Pre-emptive seizure un-
der rendability was considered, perhaps, too
oppressive as a regular liability to impose on a
high-ranking defeated party – Philippa’s claim
had been strong and the settlement was intend-
ed to be final.30

2 COMITAL CASTLE-POLICY IN LICENS-
ING AND RECORDING

Other comital licences and agreements for for-
tifying show the same concern to establish and
maintain clear and over-riding commitments
from and to the tenants of castle-fiefs however
minor the buildings. Feudal custom aimed al-
ways to pre-empt conflict and establish right.
Competition for these lordlings’ and magnates’
allegiance called however for a pro-active com-
ital administration, jealous to rebut intrusion.
Internal frontiers were always important. It was
not possible, as the Crown did in England, just
to respond to applicants.31 Moreover, even the
most trivial works might have implications: in
1222/3 Philippe de Nanteuil promised to seek a
further licence before adding to the five-foot
ditches which Thibaut IV had authorized at
Epieds (dép. Aisne). In 1229, Philip junior,
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seigneur de Nanteuil, whose possessions there
had been enlarged in 1227 in return for taking on
the theoretically over-riding duties of liege-
homage, made declaration that in case of multi-
ple heirs ‘one of them would be Thibaut’s liege
man before all other lords for the fief of Epieds’.
Such a  gentilhommière interested the Count as
caput of its fief.32 Castellan status defined the
moderate and the higher nobility. It was con-
ferred by the Count Palatine and dignified the
dynastic seat much as, personally, knighthood at
his hands would do. Kings had the most prestige
to offer and the great territorial princes of France
often rivalled them, but may have needed to be
the more vigilant both to defend and to expand.
These factors could operate on a very small scale
and with perhaps surprising ramifications. Po-
tentates, such as the Pope, might need to be
persuaded that they possessed the power to act –
as seems to be the case at Mirvaux in 1223
seeking an intervention by Count Thibaut. An
entry in his cartulary, in abbreviated style,
shows that he was happy to oblige:

I Thibaut etc. make known etc. that as
Henry de Mirvaux was building walls
(muros) around a house of his at Givry,
near Mirvaux, our dear and faithful  Tho-
mas de Mirvaux opposed this on account of
the custom whereby in Champagne all for-
tresses (fortericie) ought to be held from
the Count (in-chief), in whatever manner
they are built, within the said county’.33

 The place being near the great comital city-
castle of Provins (dép. Seine et Marne) the
complaint by the builder’s own lord and proba-
bly relative (from his style Thibaut’s liege-
man, but not an official) could hardly be ig-
nored. The principle at stake was of great im-
portance. Any kind of fortifications
(quocumque modo fiant) irrespective of ‘casts
of earth’ to make its ditch and bank, or walls
with or without towers, arrow-loops, etc., qual-
ified a place as a fortress. That it was an aim
and aspiration, especially when located con-
spicuously, that all such estate-seats should be
held directly is confirmed by the debent, hav-
ing the sense of ‘ought by rights’. So as to
avoid future resentment, Count Thibaut:

granted that Henry or his heir may build
a wall around the said house (domum)
fifteen and a half feet in height (pedum …
in altum), of the thickness of two feet and
a half, without ditches and towers (tornel-
lis i.e. turellis), archery-loops, crossbow-
loops or wall-walk; that is, that nothing
be done but plain (planus) walling – nor,
on this account shall Thomas, in whose
fief the house is, suffer injury (prejudici-
um) by the custom.

 It was an awkward situation, tactually resolved.
The fortlet stayed in Thomas’ lordship, but did
not impugn it or the custom of direct tenure,
being denied almost all the marks of greater
fortification, notably turrets, loops and allures
(archeria, arbalesteria, aleors), although
crenellation, as usual, is not mentioned.34 The
principle of architectural subordination held
good even when one of the Count’s own over-
lords, the archbishop of Reims, wished to fortify
at Gueux (dép. Marne, near Reims), in 1231/2.
That domus, with its close and garden, had been
constituted a fief in its own right by Thibaut IV
when it came into the archbishop’s hands.35

 All this is very far removed from the conflict
stereotype – but it is close to the modes, under-
currents and character of the English licences,
contemporary and later, whose peculiar and
invariable term was ‘crenellate’. In place of
hostilities and acts of force we find respect,
deference and a notable degree of harmony. The
contrast with Normandy and Anglo-Norman
England, uncritically viewed through the eyes
of clerical chroniclers (CSG 30), is more than
can be accounted for by the later date, less
troubled times and sources different in purpose
and perspective, as well as in quantity of infor-
mation. Champagne, and the ‘English’ duchy of
Gascony or Guyenne, exhibit socio-political
relations which can only be described as more
civilized. Reconciling  the two is the sub-text of
my CMS and forthcoming second book (CKC).
  Countess Blanche and her son’s dealings with
Renier de Nogent-le-Roi over the ‘town’ (villa)
of Ageville illustrate a sophisticated spirit
which can perhaps best be described as courte-
ous administrative tidiness. In 1219, Renier an-
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nounced an exchange of lands whereby he
acquired all the Count’s rights in Ageville (dép.
Haute Marne) and Corz towns to add to his own
there and to hold of Champagne in (simple) fief.
Exchanges often simplified burgeoning territo-
rial complexities by consolidation. Renier then
wished to set up his younger son William in a
new fief comprising Ageville and all the fa-
ther’s rights within the town-territory (finag-
ium). This Renier announced in 1223 he had
done, it being understood that William’s little
apanage would naturally, as befitted his and the
family’s status, be centered upon ‘the strong-
house which I am establishing (constituo) in the
town, to be jurable and rendable to the count’ at
will, the whole to be held in direct liege homage
of Thibaut ‘before all men’.36 Similarly, in
1225, James de Durnay ceded his wife’s share
in the defunct, partitioned countship of Bar-sur-
Seine, considering his dignity and financial
position sufficiently recompensed by the prom-
ise of lands yielding 500 livres a year.
  In the event he received short-measure: not a
landed estate but (in English Exchequer style)
revenues from twenty-one sources merely ‘as-
signed’ to him - insecure, temporary and vexa-
tious to collect. Worse still, these sources
totaled only 480 livres 8 sols. A sop which cost
Thibaut nothing, and may have consoled James,
was permission to build himself ‘a fortress in
the plain (low land), without towers or turrets’,
all to be held by the dignified title of baron – so
his ‘good marriage’ had boosted the rank of his
family.37 Baronial inheritance even fractional in
England also, was frequently associated with
some degree of castle-status.
  Great lords, by comparison, had to be kept
(albeit tactfully) on a tight feudal leash – not so
much because they had the great resources to
build, man and maintain a fortress of siege-
worthy solidity but, rather, on account of their
rank and potential ambition to carve out for
themselves a regalian franchise. Descent from
King Louis VI gave the dynasty of the counts of
Dreux aspirations awkward to the king as well
as to the Counts of Champagne, as we have
noted at La Fère-en-Tardenois. Large apanages
at the king’s, or a great prince’s gift, were

reluctantly granted.38 Count Robert III had also
to be held in check regarding his holding at
Nesles with its strong-house. The fief roll dated
to c.1200/1 states, rather elliptically, that its
then holder, William de Nesles, was ‘liege sav-
ing his fealty to the king, (Philip Augustus), and
liege for his domus and for another fief, and his
house is jurable (to force) great and small’ (sic).
Robert of Dreux had acquired the fief by 1226,
when he notified having acknowledged Thibaut
IV’s lordship by obtaining licence from him to
fortify, and by swearing ‘that the house will be
(sic) jurable and rendable’ to him. This duly
entered the record. In the very detailed 1249-52
fief roll there is the item (no.5292): ‘the count
of Dreux holds the strong-house of Nesles (Ni-
gella) jurable and rendable to great force and to
small. Also the count of Dreux holds Braine
with its appurtenances, and the castrum de Fera
(La Fère-en-Tardenois), jurable and rendable
… and this the letters of the seneschal of Cham-
pagne declare …’39

  This is the sort of ‘control’ commonly exer-
cised over enfeoffed fortresses: not forcible or
‘military’ but political40 – responding to strong
incentives of tenurial cohesion and identity in a
competitive environment. Champenois licens-
ing was significantly haphazard: but the fief
rolls are impressively systematic, although par-
tial only in survival and apparently never fully
comprehensive. Some statistics will illustrate
the point. First, come particulars of the individ-
ual rolls: the earliest, dateable to c. 1172, of
Count Henry I (1152-81), compiled to include
all his tenants-in-chief, is known only from
eighteenth-century excerpts. This first register
(book) covered all twenty-six administrative
castellaries. Subsequently updated, one copy
was taken on Crusade in 1190 by Count Henry
II, who died overseas. Tenants are qualified as
to status (e.g. ligius – holding in liege homage)
with mention of their lands, but only occasion-
ally of their services, none being stated for
fifteen of the twenty-one fortresses mentioned.
There are two fragmentary registers for c.1200-
1, supplementary to the c.1172 roll, including
the list (already cited) of ‘rendable and jurable
castles and houses similarly’.41 This series con-
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sists largely of simple place-names. Fortunate-
ly, the material relevant to fortresses was
copied in 1249, but covering Jouy castellary
only. The fourth register of c. 1204-5 contains
supplementary information on eight of the cas-
tellaries, listing thirty-six of the great vassals,
with brief details of their holdings but seldom
the services, except that where fortresses were
rendable this is specified with care.42 What is
known as the ‘fifth register’, dated by the editor
to 1210-c.14, is miscellaneous in scope but
contains more detailed entries recording hom-
ages made to Countess Blanche. She was regent
from 1201 to 1221 and latterly in effect joint-
ruler for, and with, her son Thibaut IV. She
passed her inherited Pyrenean kingdom of Na-
varre on to him before his majority (21). Next
in sequence (1222-c.34) is a list of tenants-in-
chief, partly chronologically by date of hom-
age, partly under castellaries. Of this ‘sixth
register’ some is missing. Part of a homage-list
of Thibaut IV, known from his ballads as Le
Chansonnier or as Le Posthume, dated c.1240,
also survives.43 Even as precious fragments, the
evidence of administrative effort and purpose is
compelling, but the 31 charters coming to the
royal Trésor have fared better.

  In 1249 the Count-King (1221-53) Thibaut IV
ordered a new partial inquisition, conducted as
usual by summoning tenants to declare on their
fealty what they held and by what services,
checking their replies by systematic questions
and consulting the comital records (scripta).
Evasion of castle-guard could thus be detected.
Next year this was expanded into a general
enquiry covering all fiefs and sub-fiefs, almost
a feudal gazetteer. The order to give evidence
went to all barons, knights etc., bidden to attend
sessions at the castle-capitals of each of the
(now thirty-nine) castellaries.44 Records sur-
vive for twenty-three of them. Illicit donations
to the Church ‘in mortmain’ were also
pursued45 and the form of questionnaire em-
ployed by the count’s commissioners can be
deduced from the pattern of replies recorded.
The result was a massive administrative
achievement, perhaps only surpassed by the
1080s Domesday Book and, in some respects,

by the somewhat comparable Hundred Roll
enquiry of Edward I in 1274-8, both ‘national’
in purview. Count Thibaut’s interest was limit-
ed to the lordships and lands directly or indi-
rectly held of the Count of Champagne and Brie
by noble tenure (chiefly knight service).46 In
contrast with Edward I’s great inquisition it was
not concerned with the misdeeds of officials,
royal or baronial – but whereas fortresses were
purely incidental to the English commissions,
in Champagne they were the principal focus,
only less important than their holders’ noble
status.
 Two ‘fief rolls’ remain down to the 1275
annexation by marriage of the heiress Jeanne to
the future King Louis X.47 Both are small in
scope, that of c.1265 (the Latin version supple-
mented by a complete French text of 1326)
including chief-tenures and some sub-fiefs, all
grouped into five administrative bailiwicks.48

Finally there are the French fragments dated to
1274-5. This last roll was compiled during the
regency of Blanche of Artois for her heiress-
daughter Jeanne, between September 1274 (the
death of Count Henry III) and December 1275
(her re-marriage to Edmund of Lancaster,
brother of Edward I).49 Their preoccupations
and concerns are substantially the same as be-
fore, focused primarily on tenure and secondar-
ily on fortresses as the seats and expressions of
lordship.
  Only kings were sovereign, as a rule. As
having the wardship of her infant son, Countess
Blanche of Champagne (1201-21) was techni-
cally subject in feudal tenure to at least eight
overlords. One of them was King Philip II,
styled Augustus in posthumous recognition of
his conquests, including Normandy, Touraine
and the Angevin possessions north of Poitou.
Philip (1180-1223) was head of the tenurial
pyramid of tenure: and his suzerainty, and that
of Louis VIII Le Lion his son (1223-6) pre-
vailed over all others. Despite nearly depriving
King John Lackland of England itself (1215-7),
Louis died young, so that France was ruled by
Blanche of Castille, his widow, until Louis IX
was of age. Thibaut IV, at first joined the no-
bles’ revolt and reaction, but became her ally,
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so he and his mother were concerned to pre-
serve the external frontiers of Champagne (e.g.
against the designs of the count of Nevers) as
well as its internal cohesion, which is our main
concern.
 How they dealt with the three successive
counts of Dreux and with subordinate counts
such as Grandpré, Rethel, and Roucy, together
with the frustrated hopes of the Brienne party
and of her cousin ‘Queen’ Alice of Cyprus, we
have outlined. Even their ambitious Seneschal
was checked. The European system of fortress-
tenure was exploited and the customary appli-
cation of the rules to nearly all seats with some
signa nobilitatis gave a quasi-universal hold on
all tenants-in-chief. For this symbolic cause
Philip Augustus had put four of the chief com-
ital places, however fortified, formally under
the royal ‘ban’, that is lordship, requiring his
permission for any works. Gondrecourt castel-
lum and Joigny castrum (1220-2) were both
sworn specially rendable to the Count so that
in case of the lords’ neglect of the summons
the knights and noble tenants, together with
‘the burgesses of the castle’, would act. Grand-
pré’s new town (chastel) at Mont-Otran
(Aisne) was licensed to be rendable. Through-
out France towns were styled ‘castle’: for cas-
tle and burgus at Neufchâteau-en-Lorraine we
find (1252) le petit chastel et le grant; at
Joigny it is magna fortericia et parva.50

 Very few fortresses were held by the clergy,
but at some time in the Rolls 68 were in the
hands of women, whether dowagers, heiresses
or female guardians of heirs under age. With
such a maze of tenants and places it is difficult
to select salient points from among the learned
transcriptions of the records without writing at
great length and with antiquarian lack of dis-
crimination. Principles and contrasts, especial-
ly with contemporary England, are the present
focus. Administrative basics but not politics,
which so easily distract attention, give too
much scope for speculation, and blur so many
issues, as so remain our present concern.
 With the substantial character of this great
body of documentation in mind, some of the

salient statistics can be set alongside the Eng-
lish evidence which I thoroughly examine in
CKC (forthcoming). Estimates of the number of
castles in England are vitiated by imposing
modern ideas. Even careful ground-survey can
be incorrectly selective – especially David
King’s discernment of ‘defensive siting’ when
mere conspicuousness was the aim. Sites juxta-
posed with churches are greatly under-counted.
Usually the criteria are pitched too high – but
exception tends to be made for smaller earth-
works, held to qualify as ‘castles’ because of
their supposed ‘military’ role in The
Conquest.51 Documentary references, especial-
ly before the late-twelfth century, are naturally
less numerous: Allen Brown for the period
1154-1216 counted 327 ‘castles’, named as
such or by modern repute, for England and
Wales. The term ‘castle’ became much narrow-
er than in France but was still structurally vague,
whereas juridical status was the aboriginal qual-
ity; a question not of terminology but of nomen-
clature, of tenurial rank not of defensibility. The
Champagne sources used (the fief rolls and some
charters) make this clear: for the period 1160-
1275, 341 fortresses (so called or treated) occur,
counting two for pluralities unnamed – but 202
of these (62.5%) are known from only one refer-
ence, implying a substantially higher actual
total.53 The facts of nomenclature are more con-
clusive: out of 341, those styled domus fortis,
forte meson etc. total 224, 30 of which are also
called forteritia, forteresse etc., and another 16
of them are elsewhere just domus.54

  Since the great tenants-in-chief tend to be
under-represented,55 the preponderance of what
seem to be miniature castles is not surprising – it
emphasizes again that aristocratic character was
what mattered. Although ‘promotions’ (e.g. by
refortification) may account for a very few (no-
menclature was highly conservative), of the 56
places including walled ‘towns’ which figure as
castrum/chastel etc., 3 are also referred to as
domus fortis etc., 13 as fortericia etc., and 15
(less significantly) as castellum, which itself
occurs 38 times (equated with fortericia 7 times,
and with domus fortis twice). Fortericia, fortitu-
do etc., occur 79 times.
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  Very clearly, such place-styles indicate rank
and dignity not structure – although there was
obviously some correlation between the cas-
tellan’s wealth (and local rank de facto) and
his or her castle’s size; but considerations of
hierarchical deference had often unknown but
pervasive effect. Precise terms, such as turris
(i.e. ‘donjon’, 4 times) and mota/mote (ap-
proximately our ‘motte’, 5 times) tend to be
ancient, and primarily a matter of custom
(London’s castle remained its Tower56).
 Persons and modes of tenure received most
emphasis in the Fief Rolls. That the bond
between the fortress-holder and the Count
should be unequivocal and kept effective was
the paramount concern. The ruler’s ancient
and peculiar authority over fortresses (ulti-
mately Roman) remained, but it had become
adjusted to proliferation and to descent by
inheritance.
 Rendability preserved both the original and
remarkably enduring doctrine that all fortress-
es (of whatever kind) were the ruler’s to use,
while reconciling his right with possession by
his tenant. Because this power came to belong
exclusively to the immediate lord (cases of
sub-rendability over the head of the mesne
lord being rare and by special arrangement)57

the counts of Champagne strove against subin-
feudation, attempting to keep at least the for-
tress-caput held directly (‘in-chief’)58 and
frequently under bond of liege homage. Arbi-
trarily obtaining hand-over, even of minor
fortlets, ‘recognized’ his right. Signs of this
doctrine, enunciated in the 1223 licence for
Givry, are the number of instances in the Fief
Rolls where the appurtenances are subinfeu-
dated, but not the fortress itself. Similarly,
when the lien on the fortress is absolute, not
shared with another lord or complicated by
joint-tenure, the fact is carefully noted in a
way suggesting that it mattered almost as
much as the place being jurable and rendable.
 The figures for places apparently with-held
from subinfeudation are striking.59 Conflicting
obligations were almost eliminated. The record
of places ‘jurable and rendable’ seems less care-
fully kept and may well be somewhat under-

stated, since no place is ever qualified as exempt.
Silence regarding conditions is of equivocal sig-
nificance and seldom meant that there were
none.60

  All this important bureaucratic precision evi-
dently sprang from the strong compulsions of
competing lordship. In England, the Crown
tolerated and promoted the few palatinate juris-
dictions (Chester, Durham, Lancaster), but
quite otherwise in the duchy of Gascony (see
CSG 28, 29). Flexibility is apparent in the fief
rolls of Champagne as a few special tenures of
fortresses will show. Administrators, for in-
stance, reflected the empirical adjustment of
comital priorities (truly a ‘castle-policy’) to the
laws of inheritance. The very detailed 1249-52
record shows that twin fortresses sometimes
avoided the problems of partition: ‘Gaucher de
Maligny (dép. Yonne), son of Lord Gaucher,
deposed that John Morvant, ‘that child(-heir)’s
servant (serviens ipsius pueri), holds the cas-
trum of Maligni jurable and rendable, with its
appurtenances… Lord Itier de la Brosse holds
from him the domus fortis of Maligni, with its
appurtenances’. the young Gaucher, though
(considerably) under age, was still accepted as
tenant and the subinfeudation of the lesser for-
tress was not contested.61 Illicit sales to clergy
in mortmain might also be detected and be
looked for: ‘Jaquet de Vitry deposed that … the
sons of Galo de Favresse (dép. Marne) have
sold the strong-house of Favresse with its
grounds (cum porprisio) to the monks of Saint-
Memmie’ – a transaction involving possible
loss of the feudal services of the fief.62 Ecclesi-
astical tenure of fortresses was otherwise en-
tirely normal: La Motte Bonnat (dép. Seine et
Marne) is noted as held by the treasurer of Laon
cathedral. But it does seem irregular that the
heirs minor (pueri) of Rutel held the domus
fortis from the tenant-in-chief Lord William de
Vaucourtois, possibly their  guardian, Rutel
being distinguished as an ancien château.63

This quality is a hint of the prestige attached to
a first-generation fortress.
  Women were almost equally franchised: female
tenure was common, irrespective of whether the
fortress is noted as ‘jurable and rendable’ or not.
There are no such cases in the c.1172 roll, but
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this is a small sample of only 21 fortresses. In the
c.1200/1 roll, one heiress and one dowager held
fortresses, both of them ‘conditional’ out of 46
mentioned. She might hold in her own right as
heiress, or in dower, or in wardship. The c.1204-
21 roll has just two cases – but female and
joint-tenure appears to increase. In 1222-48 (69
fortresses) there are 12 cases (including 5 ob-
scure), 8 being ‘conditional’ and 4 ‘uncondition-
al’ fortresses. The fuller 1249-52 roll shows 5
and 36 cases in each category, including 16
dowagers and 14 joint-tenures, out of a total of
52+174 fortresses. Multiple-tenure without par-
tition (in coparceny or otherwise) certainly com-
promised comital rights. Potentially just as
difficult, are instances of lack of clarity in the
entry (although some may not have been obscure
to official or tenant) – in the 1274-5 roll, with 3
dowagers (‘conditional’), 3 heiresses and 6 dow-
agers (‘unconditional’) there are 19 such cases of
unclear-status female tenure, and another 5 occur
in joint tenure out of a total of 131 fortresses, all
quite meticulously noted.64 Fortresses, in short,
were just landed property with a more conspicu-
ous noble character.
  But for the fact that copies were made by
modern scholars and antiquarians of a high pro-
portion of this material not in the chests of the
Trésor des Chartes (Layettes), more would have
perished in the disastrous fire in the archives of
the royal Chamber des Comptes, in 1737. As it
is, after further discoveries and very careful re-
constitution, what survives is far from complete,
though it is ample for understanding the Counts’
‘castle policy’. This was but one aspect, albeit a
prominent one, of the management of their rights
of lordship. Their own castle-building, to display
and defend the glory of the Counts Palatine, was
of commensurate scale but has not been neglect-
ed to the same extent. Jean Mesqui exemplifies
the French scholarly combination of documenta-
ry with architectural expertise which has been
rare in Britain.
  Although only twelve licences remain to be
discussed the oral licence given in 1229/30 by
Thibaut IV for fortifying at Mussey (dép. Meuse)
by the lake has more special features than usual.
The relevant fortress was made ‘jurable and rend-

able’ against all men except the count of Bar-le-
Duc. Both Count Henry of Bar and the licensee,
Peter de Bourmont, issued charters showing that
Henry was the prior liege-lord (so liege homage
was losing its primacy already). Mussey was
probably held of Bar in subinfeudation; but
Thibaut’s special interest and tenurial weight se-
cured his feudal participation.65

  The clear preference that the recipient should
himself or herself acknowledge the conditions
involved by a formal document, is again shown
in the 1230 licence for Lignon to William de
Dampierre (dép. Marne; ‘jurable and rendable’);
and in that to Erard de Brienne for Bagneaux
(already discussed). No English royal licence
contains any such feature – nor was it necessary
in England (outside the palatinates) to assert the
king’s prerogative by going through the ritual of
stopping fortifying, before allowing it to proceed
with submission-signals, of one kind or
another.66 Thus, Eustace de Conflans, in July
1231, was nominally ‘interrupted’ in walling
Mareuil (dép. Marne), then allowed to proceed.
He agreed that a further licence would be ob-
tained for anything more: in 1242 he duly got it
(as requested), for walls and ditches only, again
under explicit ban.67 The case of Broyes castle,
notified in 1233 by Hugh its lord, is similar: the
height of his wall ‘in the small castle of Broyes’,
was not to exceed the standard modesty of fif-
teen feet. Lordlings should not get above their
proper station (but ‘knew their place’) nor could
a lord, greater by reason of possessions outside
the locality than by what he held within it (as
shown above), be allowed to challenge the
hierarchy.68 Maintaining the status quo while
accepting discreet change was the rule and it was
not so much imposed as a consensual matter of
feudal etiquette. Occasionally, in England, the
applicant for licence to crenellate himself  spec-
ified (evidently in his petition) what building
was intended. Procedure was also permissive
and laissez faire, although in matters of conspic-
uous display (dress, entertainment, retinues,
parks, horses, hunting, weapons etc.), English
nobles were just as jealous regarding nice dis-
tinctions of rank.69 But the right to bear arms,
especially to enforce policing of jurisdiction
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(justice), so typical of the seigneur-haut-justici-
er throughout France, in England was muted
and low-key; although franchises of ‘high-jus-
tice’ (capital jurisdiction, gallows etc.) freely
operated there, within the hierarchy of courts of
law and delegated public powers.
  The remaining seven Champagne licences,
found in the sources which have been searched
have much of the same atmosphere of give and
take of negotiated confrontation which is incon-
spicuous in the bland English texts. Moreover,
the details to be settled were mainly not archi-
tectural but political. England was much the
same but in Champagne there is a full display of
the tenurial arrangements required by setting up
a new caput, or by enhancing the dignity of an
old one. Serving two masters was increasingly
problematic; even for John de Thorote, who was
to be Thibaut IV’s regent in Champagne in
1239, when on Crusade; and again in 1243,
when the Count-King was in his tiny inherited
Pyrenean realm of Navarre. Lord-tenant reci-
procity was prominent and overt. It is from the
recipients’ charters that we learn inter alia of
him and his heirs, namely ‘that they may make
a fortification at Allibaudières (dép. Aube) ‘to
remain of the Count’s fief forever, jurable and
rendable to great force and to small’ that is,
whether compelled or just on summons.
  In order to allow for the two-master situation,
caused by the lord of Dampiere’s claim to lord-
ship of the fief, it is provided that if ever he or
the Count of Champagne be in a state of war,
then ‘the said (future) fortress shall harm neither
party’.70 The personal trust between Jean and
Thibaut was important, of course – but nobody
was to be put in a false position, obliged to do
what was tenurially incorrect. A second almost
identical licence in 1239, not styling John as
‘castellan of Noyon and of Thorote’, specifies
Allibaudiers as being (using Thibaut’s higher
title) in ‘the king of Navarre’s fief and castellary
of Sézanne. The fortress had not yet, it seems,
been built; perhaps owing to difficulties with
Dampierre, whose rights are now enlarged –
‘should he have war against another’ (not
Champagne), then ‘he may support himself
from that fortress’.71

  Maintaining tenurial subordination was what
demanded attention – newly-qualified fortress-
es, especially if the lordship-site was also new,
drew action. Additional fortifying rather rarely
did so, although it was by expansion and suc-
cessive embellishments that all but a few castles
became structurally prominent… (It was an
inherent architectural progression in residences,
churches and cathedrals). When extra works
were at issue, it was usually to make the point
that formal licensing also potentially applied to
them (rarely so in England) – but other factors
might be involved. Hugh de Broyes, in 1233 as
noted, had licence for a lowly wall ‘in his small
castle’ (unusual specificity, probably of local
nomenclature). In 1242, he notified obtaining
Thibaut’s permission to re-activate by name an
old castle: ‘within the marsh of Brosse, at the
place known as Mota de Chastellon’. There it
was agreed that he should build ‘a domus with
ditches fifty feet wide, wooden palisading and a
gateway of stone or of squared timber (lignea
quadrata), but nothing further’ unless by
Thibaut’s permission, the place as such then
being jurable and rendable.72

  These particulars as at Marcilly-le-Hayer for
the count of Roucy, indicate a seignorial resi-
dence of restrained, prestige. As usual, permis-
sion was (expressed as) given by word of
mouth, likely often actual not fictive. (The legal
bond was personal in feudal convention). The
restrictions as proposed by Hugh should be seen
as a gesture of dutiful subordination: whereas
his ditches, and the corresponding embank-
ments from the spoil, are to be on a grand scale
echoed by the stone gateway or a timber-looka-
like, the enclosure otherwise is very modest.73

This is not a ruler’s prescription of moderate
defensibility but, instead, a playing with struc-
tural symbols (subsumed in England by ‘crenel-
lation’) such as all the Champagne licences
display. Towers, especially the distinguished
turris as compared with the mere turrella or
mural-tower, belonged still to a higher rank of
owner.74 Palisading merely denoted enclosed
space, the habitual status of private property, is
virtually universal in domestic application, but
of demonstrative legal significance when sur-
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rounded by lordly parks and hunting chases.
Demarcating a special area was also the func-
tion of palisading when new towns were laid
out – as in 1243 with the cooperatively founded
and rendable Montretemps, the chastel nouvel
built by Count Henry of Grandpré with the
(noted) support of Count Thibaut. However
fragile a ‘fence’ might be it ‘served the same
office as a wall, or moat defensive to a house’.
The licence for Pont-Minard (dép. Haute
Marne), in 1245, and the agreement made in
1262 with the powerful Lord Walter of Vignory
at Châteauvillain,75 are particularly idiosyncrat-
ic, as all are to a lesser extent – for they all
applied simple principles, but to a diversity of
circumstances. When the personal details are
available (as in Gascony,76 potentially in Eng-
land), the individuality of each licence would
emerge still more strongly. But because in
France as a whole, each responded to a more
complex tenurial relationship, their form and
manner were seldom perfunctory or standard-
ized as they tended to be in England where
circumstances require to be searched out in MS.
Although the tenant of Pont-Minard, Simon lord
of Clefmont (Clermont), was a trusted official
and vassal of Count-King Thibaut le Chansonni-
er and of Thibaut V, the same ritual operated –
fortifying was commenced, then demonstrative-
ly halted; the Count’s lordship then ‘recognized’
by seeking permission; works to be done were
then agreed (in this case completion in the style
begun), and licence issued, with jurability and
rendability tagged on. To read this sequence as
one of enforcement of a ruler’s prejudice against
fortifying as such, or to suppose that Simon was
caught out and stopped from building something
provocative, would be to mistake what was
clearly a performance of mutual compliment
which Simon was as glad to put on record as
were nearly all the recipients of comital ‘licences
to fortify’. In 1245 a very detailed rendability
pact for the ‘fortress and burgus’ of Clefmont
gives us full information of what might be
entailed when hostilities were envisaged.77

The case of Lord Walter of Vignory was no less
complicated and equally basic in its principles.
An entry in Thibaut V’s roll dated c.1262,

states that he ‘is liege-man for the castle and
appurtenances (of Vignory), and for all his
strong-houses (four named), and for all the
fortifications which he can (lawfully) build,
after (i.e. subject to the prior feudalty of) the
lord of Châteauvillain and Joinville’.78 Walter
was a greater lord, able to fortify of his own
right (or by the licence of Châteauvillain). Al-
though he held in subinfeudation, Count
Thibaut V (1253-70) was still able to keep a
bond of (nominally) liege homage over his four
existing and any future fortresses. Cooperation
with magnates of his status, in such circum-
stances, was maintained by necessarily more
tenuous feudal liens – but they were kept up;
and still focused on fortresses as the capita of
their fiefs. The Count of Champagne deployed
further powers. After Walter’s death, in 1262,
this note following was appended and incorpo-
rated in the fief-roll of c.1265 as 1262:79

Isabella, widow of that Walter, lord of
Vignory, daughter of the count of
Sancerre, made liege homage before all
(men) to the lord king of Navarre, at
Troyes, for the said castle and township
(castrum et burgus) and for one half of the
whole castellary and for lordship of its
(dependent) fiefs (de jure feudorum ipsi-
us). And at her said father’s request she
took oath on the Evangels that she would
hand over and deliver that castle to the
lords of Champagne, or to their order, to
all force great and small – Present, the
bishops of Auxerre, and of Troyes, the
seneschal and constable, Lord Saint-Just,
and the said count (of Sancerre), the
Sabath day following the Feast of St Ni-
cholas A.D. 1262.80

END
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Notes
Champagne and Brie: an Exemplary Great

Honor, c. 1160-1275
-   (Dates adjusted to January 1 of start of the

year where appropriate)
1. Coulson: The Sanctioning of Fortresses in

France: ‘Feudal Anarchy’ or Seignorial
Amity?, NMS 42 (1998), 38-104. In gener-
al, Coulson, CMS, see Index, ‘Cham-
pagne’; and Seignorial Fortresses, ch.3, I.

2. F. Blairy, Châteaux et Frontière Occiden-
tale du Comté de Champagne XIIe-XIVe

siècle, Château Gaillard 26 (2012), 57-69).
A structural-‘military’ survey, with map
(p. 57) and bibliography (pp. 68-9), of the
eastern ‘fortifications comtales’, focused
on Château-Thierry with plans of Fère-en-
Tardenois and Nesle-en-Dôle (p. 67).

3. Layettes II, nos 2277, 2811: supplementa-
ry charters by Jean de Thorote. No other
ref.

4. Appendix A, 3c, Seignorial Fortresses,
(London, Thesis, 1972)1160/1-1274/5,
lists 121 ‘conditional’, 261 ‘uncondition-
al’, with 41 both. Fortresses never stated
as ‘unconditional’ total 220; ‘conditional’
ditto are 80. The total with one reference
only is 202. All in 9 fief rolls with other
documents containing 69 references (es-
pecially Layettes).

5. C. H. Haskins, Norman Institutions (1918:
reprint New York, 1960), app. 4 p.282;
CMS, Index, ‘Consuetudines’, assessing
size by unassisted ‘casts of earth’.

6. Brussel I, p.382, note b; Histoire Cham-
pagne iii, no.77, p.339. The year-end at
Easter, makes 27 March 1160 or 1161.
Text, cum fossato duorum jactuum. In
1167, Savigny fief was transferred to the
bishop of Bayeaux: no other ref. found.

7. Jean Yver (1955: CSG vol.30): only ‘the
military parts of castles’ were taken over.
Robert’s brother Peter Mauclerk became a
very troublesome Count of Brittany.

8. See map of the constituent modern dépar-
tements (see 2 above).

9. Fully transcribed, discussed and contextu-
alized in my Castles, Kings and Courtiers
(forthcoming).

10. Brussel I, pp.387-8, n(a); Histoire Cham-
pagne, v, no.647, p.43. Robert also prom-
ised not to fortify at Lizy-sur-Ourcq in
1209 or at Torcy while Thibaut IV was
under age. King Philip Augustus (1180-
1223) had ruled not to receive claims on
his lands meanwhile. Philip’s mother was
Adela of Champagne. He had use of No-
gent ‘saving the lawful heirs’: Histoire
Champagne, v, nos 730, 767, p.57, 63.

11. Histoire Champagne iii, no.146, pp.465-6.
Witnesses (18) include the Marshal and
the Chamberlain. ‘Done at Provins AD
1176, by the hand of Stephen the Chancel-
lor, recorded (nota) by ‘William’ (i.e.
Count Henry’s personal clerk and scribe).

12. Towers asserted major lordship: thus, in
1216, King Philip authorized Blanche
‘fearing siege by Erard de Brienne’ to
complete the fortifications of the castle of
Provins’ provided that she construct no
turrets’: Histoire Champagne v, no.962,
p.98. Another rendering (by L. Delisle)
has ‘to repair without turrets’, implying
that they might provoke Erard; but, in
1213, the king’s pact with Blanche barred
works at Meaux, Lagny, Provins, and
Coulommiers until Thibaut came of age in
1221; Layettes I, nos 1054-60. Her wid-
owhood was a weakness.

13. Full text Amplissima Collectio, i, 1091-2;
Histoire Champagne, v, no. 706, p.53.

14. Thibaut III d. 1201 left also a daughter.
Partition between the 3 coheiresses would
have followed had his son not survived his
long wardship. Blanche triumphed (1221).

15. In 1217, the bishop of Langres (an over-
lord) sought to acquire Montigny (in fief)
solely but, by coparceny with Blanche,
neither was to fortify in the town: Layettes
I, no.1238.
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16. Restoration within 40 days of the end of
Blanche’s need was specified cf. Savigny.

17. Coulson, ‘Castellation in the County of
Champagne’, Château Gaillard ix-x,
1982, p.347-64, surveys fortress terminol-
ogy, tenure and ‘castle-policy’ to 1275,
supplementing my ‘Rendability and Cas-
tellations in Medieval France’, ANS vi,
pp.59-67 (1973).

18. Cf. Bellême in 1087 galloping to get his
castle back from ducal custody per Order-
ic.

19. Viz domum fortem jurabilem ipsi qualem-
cumque voluero whenever and however
often, rending ‘quickly’ on Thibaut’s or-
der: text summarized Salvaing, ‘De
L’Usage des Fiefs’, viii, p.83; calendared
Histoire Champagne, v, no.777, p.65.

20. Histoire Champagne, v, p.269, no. 1937;
citing Chantereau II 203. The ‘preuves’
(supporting documents) of antiquarian
treatises were a vital resource.

21. Documents Champagne no.5834, by the
rare modern scholar Auguste Longnon.

22. Castle-facilities were obtained by cash
(fiefs rentes) e.g. against Simon de Join-
ville, claiming the Seneschalcy, at Her-
bigny (1217) and La Fauche (1218 bis):
Histoire Champagne, v, nos 1093, 1123,
1142, pp.120, 126, 129. Herbigny was a
fief in 1249-52.

23. As an early agglomeration Champagne
was made up of holdings from at least 8
overlords, Episcopal (Reims, Langres,
Auxerre, Autun and Saint-Denis) and sec-
ular (King of France, the Emperor of Ger-
many, Burgundy): Longnon p.liii, Map 2.

24. Prob. Marcilly-le-Hayer (dép. Aube): His-
toire Champagne, no.1081, p.118; re-
called in 1249-52: Longnon I, no.1337,
p.305. Styles summarized Coulson, 1982,
pp. 347-64.

25. Histoire Champagne, p.xiv, no.182;
no.593, p.34 (1203); no. 1986, p.278
(1230).

26. Conditions omitted in the very full 1249-
52 Fief-Roll. Histoire Champagne, no.
1175, p.135 (1218); no.1223, p.147;
no.1270, p.154 (1220); no.1986, p.278.
After Louis VIII died in 1226, his widow
Blanche of Castille was regent to the in-
fant Saint Louis IX.

27. Longnon, p.304, no.1333; p.306, no.1345.
For clarity, the 1249-52 Roll declares that
Grandpré (Comes Magni Prati) holds that
castle and 3 others cum tota castellaria of
the king: separation was highly unusual, a
tribute to Champagne lordship.

28. Layettes i, no.1474: summarizing events
since 1213. Blanche had been ruthless.

29. Layettes i, no.2067. Villeneuve-aux-Rich-
es-Hommes was also liable to be de-
stroyed on demand in 1205 – Layettes i,
no 777 bis, p.566-7 giving full text.

30. In 1160/1 the rendability of Savigny by
the Count of Dreux was side-stepped by
prompt transfer of the fief. Alice, titular
Queen of Cyprus, was bought off in 1231.
Her claim by fraternal succession since
Henry II’s death in 1197 was prolonged.

31. At least two-thirds of the entries on the
Patent and Close Rolls reacted to peti-
tions. When structural features are rarely
put into licences, the petitioner was the
source.

32. Histoire Champagne no.1474, p.189;
;no.1793, p.244-5: only fief-roll referenc-
es.

33. Anecdotorum, I, 903-4; ‘Ex Cartario Cam-
panie Colbertino’; also printed by V.
Mortet and P. Deschamps, Recuil des
Textes (Paris 1924), ii, no.113, p.233; cal-
endared by Histoire Champagne, v,
no.1594. Givry is nowhere-else men-
tioned.

34. Coulson, Structural Symbolism in Medie-
val Castle Architecture, JBAA, 132
(1979), pp.73-90, CMS Index ‘fortifica-
tion’ (‘fortified style’, ‘noble architec-
ture’).
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35. Layettes ii, no.2174: Archbishop Hugh
acknowledges that he needs comital li-
cence. CMS pp.162-3: close by Couilly.
Licence after consultation with the Count
of St. Pol.

36. Layettes i, no.1366, p.490; and no.1585,
p.563. Places as small as hamlets up to
major communes are villae. As often,
Renier’s charter sufficed. Duly kept by
Champagne and put into the king’s Trésor
(in Sainte-Chapelle usually) after 1275.

37. Histoire Champagne, (Longnon), no.
1664, p.221: also no.1586, p.207 (1224);
no.1247, cf. no.1282 (1220).

38. The vast Toulouse domains of Alphonse
de Poitiers, brother of Louis IX, reverted
to the Crown in 1270, giving the Crown
enormous extension of power in the South.

39.  ‘Liege’, in the sense of overriding and
monopoly homage was beginning to
weaken. Jurability or sworn neutrality was
merging with rendability already in the
c.1172 roll. Nesles (Neela), dép. Seine et
Marne, is this place: Longnon nos 5292,
2402, 5305.

40. ‘Military’ i.e. connected with tenure by
knight (miles) service has become a syno-
nym.

41. Longnon pp.1-74, 75-93, 94-104. The sec-
ond date c.1201-5 (RXV). The 18th centu-
ry is printed Histoire Champagne, ii
pp.xi-xxiii; origins etc. pp.xiv-xv.

42. Longnon, pp.316-30; 105-11 (where
1204-10 environ, but ‘not later than 1205’,
pp.xv-xvi, taken as the editor’s final con-
clusion, adopted here). Histoire Cham-
pagne (excerpts) xxiv-xxvi. The nature
and bulk of the material were problems.

43. Longnon pp.112-32 and p.xvi; pp.133-80
(as ‘1222-43’); and in vol.7 by A. Long-
non. For ‘c.1240’, see Longnon appendix
I, lacking some items in pp.181-91 (as
‘after 1243’ but ‘c.1240’ p.xix). The two
versions’ close resemblances suggest ear-
ly copies.

44. Longnon pp. 4-340; also with omissions,
Documents Champagne  (Longnon, A.),
pp.xix-xxiv and Foreword (1877) for ori-
gins. Pattern of questions can be deduced.
A few mis-statements of guard duties
were detected: Coulson, ‘Castellation in
Champagne’, p.352, n.21; also p.362,
n.59. The order for the Inquest is printed
Lttes iii, no. 3931 cf. no. 3987.

45. Loss of feudal rights over Church dona-
tions was formally legislated against by
King Philip III in 1275, and by Edward I
in 1279: Plucknett, Legislation, p.96.

46. Declaration duty was used to compile fief
rolls quite commonly e.g. Mortain in 1172,
and the vast domain of Toulouse in 1259-
61; Lttes iii, nos (3931), 3987, 4487, 4570;
iv, no.4667, 4690, 4780, 4847. Questions
put in 1249-59 (n.59 above) included:
‘what do you hold and how?’; ‘what have
you subinfeudated, sold or alienated in
mortmain?’; ‘Do you owe castle guard, and
if so for how long?’. Questions never
asked, it may be inferred, included ‘Have
you a fortress?; ‘by what warrant was it
fortified?’; ‘Is it rendable  and jurable, or its
tenure specially restricted?’

47. Edmund of Lancaster, brother of Edward
I, was briefly the last independent Count
by marriage.

48. Docs Champ pp.195-307 as ‘1256-70’ but
‘1264-5’, p. xxxiii and c. 1265 p.v, taken
as the editors final dating. Also Hist.
Champ ii, xlii – (excerpted). Portion in
Longnon app.2.

49. Omitting the apanage of Thibaut V’s
brother Henry: Docs Champ pp.xxx-vi,
pp.3078-416.

50. Notes 10, 22, 30 above and text; also Note
12. Much detail recounted in Coulson,
Chat.Gaillard ix-x, e.g. p. 349, notes 9, 10;
paper delivered at Durham University in
the company of R. Allen Brown, who com-
mented: ‘ideally we should keep to the
original fortress-terms’, i.e. not substituting
the vague (and mis-applied) word castle.
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51. Richard Morris, Churches in the Land-
scape, London (1989, 1997), esp. Index,
‘Churches’ (7 entries).

52. R. Allen Brown, ‘A List of Castles’, Eng-
lish Historical Review, 74 (1959) pp.249-
80.

53. ‘Conditional’ fortresses are 121; no spe-
cial terms in 261 cases. Of the single ref.
places, one ‘conditional’, 161 having no
mention. Care and perfunctoriness co-ex-
ist.

54. A mere ‘house’/‘residence’ would not be
detected. They were certainly numerous.

55. The count of Rethel had 6 or more; Grand-
pré, 4; Vignory, 4 – all in the County.

56. The Major of the Tower c.1967 firmly told
me London’s was never ‘a castle’ (selah!).

57. Cases (8) noticed are Lasson, Plancy,
Saint-Hilaire, Givron, Givry, Fère-en-Tar-
denois (1225), Fresnoy, Coursan (8). Of
these only 3 (Lasson, Givron, Coursan)
were certainly sub-rendable, though Fres-
noy probably was.

58. Of the 341 named 314 were held in-chief
of the Count (cf. Givry).

59. In the Roll of c.1172, out of 6 ‘rendable’,
and 15 ‘unconditional’ 245 were held in
absolute fealty; c.1200/1 (46, 7 respective-
ly) 8+1 with 2 under other bonds; 1253-75
(10, 121) 1+14, 1 under another duty.
(Recorded) custom prevailed.

60. Special conditions applied to 121 (341),
places without total 261: but 41 are stated
as both at some time. Fortresses always
‘conditional’ are 80, ‘unconditional’ 220.

61. Longnon p.218 no.998; puer (‘boy’) often
means ‘girl’ (no other ref. found).

62. Longnon p.345 no.1588, under heading
‘alienations in Larzicourt (castellary)’.

63. Longnon p.112 no.514. In 1274-5, Verdey
‘stronghouse’ was held with 12 librates of
land (i.e. 12 li.p.a.) by Ogier in wardship
of his children (dép. Marne). Lord Wil-

liam’s domus must have had fortress-at-
tributes, but the Roll is silent.

64. Quite often family members cohabited,
doing homage jointly or severally. English
designation of components (e.g. Chapel,
Hall, Gatehouse etc. in common) for the
widow as per Magna Carta cl.7, is not
explicit. Multi-residence families had
‘dower-houses’.

65. Histoire, nos 1899, 1900, p.263; Longnon,
no.1312 (1249-52); Peter’s widow (as
heiress) held it c.1265 liege after the count
of Bar’: Longnon, no.6320 etc.

66. Histoire, no.2118. Unless a parallel char-
ter was sent into Chancery – much corre-
lation of MS material online might clarify
the situation in England.

67. Layettes ii, no.2143. Either Mareuil-sur-
Ay or Mareuil-en-Brie (per editors).

68. Layettes ii, no.2240. The Lancea (15-16
feet) has much English evidence.

69. The Sumptuary Laws had no architectural
‘badges of rank’: CMS, Index, ‘symbol-
ism’.

70. Layettes, ii, nos 2277, 2811. Vol i was
published 1865, ii in 1866, iii in 1875; iv,
v in 1902, 1909 (supplement). These texts
are of enormous value.

71. De illa forteritia se posset adjuvare is the
usual (unexplained) phrase: putting in sol-
diers or, more likely, counting on the plac-
es’ benevolent neutrality.

72. Layettes ii, no.2963 (a careful summary
not an actual verbatim text).

73. Similarly at Gard-lès-Rue in 1214-5 by
the townsmen wanting to moderate the
building nearby of Count William II of
Ponthieu: CMS p.175 note 332. It is the
sort of detail which can usually only be
inferred in the English records.

74. The affair of the licence ‘without tower or
turret’ at Moccas (Herefs.) in 1293, CPR,
1292-1201 p.23, followed direct royal in-
terference with Hugh de Frene.
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75. Layettes V, no.478 (sole ref.). The many
Vignory documents are Layettes IV,
no.4801 etc.; Docs Champ. no.5845; Lon-
gnon p.381 no.157, Histoire, p.47 no.570.
Enfeoffment in c.1265 roll on Walter’s
death; transferred to Stephen on marrying
Joan.

76. See CSG vols. 28, 29: much detail is col-
lated in the Gascon Rolls by the editors.

77.  Layettes V, pp.161-2 no.478 (summary);
Layettes ii, pp.569-70 no.3354: Simon’s
homage to Thibaut IV, ‘liege except
against the count of Burgundy’ (1245).
Services spelled out in detail, e.g. the
counts ‘may at their pleasure enter Cler-
mont, namely the fortress and the burgus
(les bors), and stay there as long as they
see the need. From them they may sortie
(issir), returning … with all they have
with them. Simon will receive no enemies
of Thibaut … etc. (reciprocal pact by
Thibaut).

78. See note 75 above. Bilingual clerks lati-
nised Vignory as Wangionis Rivi. One of
Walter’s places is Colombey-les-Deux-
Eglises; forteritiis quas facere posset post
…

79. Refs. note 75; also CMS p.344 note 154.
The longevity in France of feudal liens led
to their revival by acquisitive nouveaux
riches prior to 1789: Mackrell, J., The
attack on ‘Feudalism’ in Eighteenth-Cen-
tury France (London, 1973). In architec-
ture the château-style outlasted the
Revolution; e.g. Girouard, M. Life in the
French County House (London, 2000),
esp. ch.3. Britain has the break of the Civil
War.

80. The Lords of Joinville were hereditary
Constables and Walter’s mesne lord.

‘Champagne and Brie’:
Abbreviations in Order of Use

CSG – Journal of the Castle Studies Group.
CMS Castles in Medieval Society, Oxford
2002-3.
Seignorial Fortresses in France in Relation to
Public Policy; CMS, p.395.
Layettes du Trésor des Chartes, 5 vols, Paris
1863-1909; I and II ed. A. Teulet.
Brussel, N.: Nouvel Examen de L’Usage
Général des Fiefs, 2 vols, Paris 1727, repr.
1750.
Histoire des Ducs et Comtes de Champagne
…., H.d’Arbois de Jubainville, 7 vols (vii by A.
Longnon), Paris 1859-69.
Delisle, L., Catalogue des Actes de Philippe
Auguste, Paris 1856.
Veterum Scriptorum … Amplissima Collectio,
9 vols, Paris 1724-33,Martène and Durand.
ANS, Anglo-Norman Studies
Château-Gaillard, études de castellogie
médiévale, vols vi and ix-x.
Salvaing, D. de; De L’Usage des Fiefs et Au-
tres Droits Seigneuriaux, Grenoble, 1731.
Longnon, A., Documents Relatifs au Comté de
Champagne et de Brie, Paris 1901-14.
CKC – Coulson, Castles, Kings and Courtiers,
book forthcoming
Anecdotorum, Thesaurus Novus…, E. Mar-
tène, U. Durand, I, Paris 1717.
JBAA Journal of the British Archaeological
Association.
Plucknett, T.F.T. The Legislation of Edward I,
Oxford, 2nd edn. 1962.
David King: DJCK, Castellarium Anglicanum,
2 vols (New York), 1983.
CPR Calendar of the Patent Rolls, HMSO
MS – Manuscript i.e. material, esp. records, not

edited or printed.
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